
L a w  F i r m  P r o f i l e



ArpanLaw use  
motto which equals to always faithful 
with aim to foster the spirit to protect 
client’s legal rights and interests at 
the optimum balance.

Semper Fidelis



ArpanLaw is a law 

Leonard Arpan Aritonang 
together with his fellow 
professionals.

Lawyers in ArpanLaw 
have practical experience 
in legal proceedings before 
all courts in Indonesia. 
Profound understanding of 
Indonesian laws practices 
makes ArpanLaw able 
to provide a strong and 
inherently dynamic support 
at all stages of litigation 
course. Additionally, having 
long-term dealt with several 
clients either domestic or 
overseas brings ArpanLaw 
to be able to quickly capture 
any particular emphasis 
expected by client in the 
context of legal services.

The lawyers are also known 
for its dedication to society 
through its pro-bono works.



Pr actice Areas

Industrial Relations Disputes

Bankruptcy & Debt Restructuring

Judicial Review

Criminal Litigation

Civil & Commercial Litigation

Arbitration

Family Law

State Administrative Disputes



Leonard Arpan Aritonang

A trial lawyer possessing keen observation skill and excellent 
deduction reasoning. His understanding towards the core value 
of law helps him to handle various kinds of cases: civil case, 
criminal case, administrative law case, constitutional court 
case, employment case, and even death penalty case. His vast 
experiences have nurtured him into a litigator who possesses 
a very good sense in handling the case and able to quickly 
response in every arising situation. He has appeared before all 
level of Indonesian Courts.

He has been obtaining credence from several clients and 
made in some notable litigation proceedings in the country and 
licensed to practice his profession under the Indonesian Bar 
Association (PERADI).

He is a graduate from Parahyangan Catholic University in 
Bandung and speaks both Bahasa Indonesia and English.

leonard@arpanlaw.co.id



Known as a lawyer who is able to 
provide thorough legal advises in 
multiple aspects of the company 
operation. His specialty includes 
employment, investment, air and 
space law.

Known by his clients as lawyer who 
gives attention to detail in criminal 
cases. He has been conducting 
criminal litigation practices for more 
than 5 years.

Focuses on complex litigation 
issues including but not limited to 
criminal and commercial proceedings, 
bankruptcy and suspension of payment, 
business competition proceedings and 
various alternative dispute resolutions.
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